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Outline
• Challenges and Priorities in Risk Assessment
• Focus on mechanistic data
• MOA/AOP
• Experience in Addressing these Priorities – AOPs are not
new!
• Engagement of the Research/Regulatory Communities
• Principles for Engagement – Getting to Regulatory
Acceptance
• Continuing Challenges

• Conclusions/Recommendations
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Evolving International Mandates for Existing
Chemicals
• Canada
– “Categorization” for 23, 000 chemicals - Sept., 2006 &
multi tiered assessment program
• Europe
– Registration, Evaluation and Authorization of Chemicals
(REACH) (2007)
• Japan Stepwise Assessment under the Chemical Substances
Control Law (CSCL)” (2009)
• Australia Inventory Multi Tiered Assessment and
Prioritization (IMAP) (2012)
• New Zealand Group Standards for Industrial Chemicals
(HSNO)
• U.S.
– Research Initiatives /Legislative Renewal?
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The Need to Evolve Tox Testing for Risk
Assessment
• Better predictability
– Broader application to larger numbers of chemicals
• Higher relevance
– Moving from default to more biologically based to more
accurately estimate risk
• Relevant pathways
• Relevant doses
• Relevant species
• Requires early assimilation in a mode of action context
(taking into account kinetic and dynamic data)
• Regulatory risk assessment needs to provide the impetus and
market for more progressive testing strategies

Revised NAS 4-Step Paradigm
Problem Formulation

Communication
Hazard
Characterization

Dose Response Assessment
& Characterization

Exposure Assessment
& Characterization

Risk Assessment &
Characterization
Hazard Characterization (early focus
not only on effect but how the effect is
induced - mode of action)
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U.S. NRC Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century
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Perturbation
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Dose Response
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of Toxicity
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in vitro and human
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dose in vitro
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Data

Hazard Characterization
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Exposure
Guideline

Exposure-Response Continuum
Mode of Action involves identification of
several key events between exposure
and effect
Exposure

Tissue
Dose

Biologically
Effective Dose

Physiologically Based
Pharmacokinetic Models

Toxicokinetics (tk)

Early
Responses

Late
Responses

Pathology

Tissue Dose
Metric

Toxicodynamics (td)

Mode of Action

Mode of Action Analysis
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Mode vs. Mechanism
Plausible Hypothesis

Detailed Molecular
Description

Key event (e.g. biochem;
histopath):
• Critical
• Can measure
• Repeatable
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Evolution of “Key Event”
• An empirically observable, precursor step that is a
necessary element of the mode of action, or is a
marker for same
– Key events are necessary but not always
sufficient
• Early key events often chemical-related; later ones
MOA-related (“tripped”)
• Not linear, but interdependent networks of events
• Originally considered in context of late stage
cellular, biochemical and tissue events, e.g.,
• Evolving to incorporate data from lower levels of
biological organization and non-test methods

Mode of Action/ Human
Relevance Analysis
• World Health Organization (WHO)/International Programme
on Chemical Safety (IPCS) Framework on Mode of
Action/Human Relevance (MOA/HR)

• Derived from early US EPA/ILSI work
• since 1999, 100s of experts internationally involved in its
development
• widely incorporated in program guidance internationally (US
EPA, EFSA, EU TGD, JMPR,OECD)/adopted in risk assessments,
training
• Recent update that extends and builds on international
regulatory experience (Meek et al., 2014)
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IPCS/ILSI MOA/HR (WOE) Framework
“Key Events”
established
based on “Hill
Criteria”

Q1. Is the weight of
evidence sufficient to
establish the
MoA in animals?
Confidence?

Comparison Q2. Fundamental qualitative
differences in key events?
of “Key
Events” &
Confidence?
relevant
Q3. Fundamental quantitative
biology
differences
between
in key events?
animals &
humans
Confidence?

Postulated MOAs
D-R/Temporal
Relationships
Consistency, Specificity
Biological Plausibility

Implications of
Kinetic & Dynamic
Data for
Dose– Response

Supported by a series
of templates
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WHO IPCS Mode of Action/Human Relevance Framework
(Boobis et al., 2006; 2008)

Focus on MOA/HR Analysis
Increasing predictive capacity and utility of risk assessment
• Drawing maximally and early on the most relevant
information
• data on kinetics/dynamics and the broader biology base
• Transparency
– Rigor & consistency of documentation
– Explicit separation of science judgment on weight of
evidence from science (public) policy considerations
• Doing the right research/testing
– Chemical Specific: Iterative dialogue between risk
assessors/researchers
– Developing more progressive testing strategies
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Issues in MOA/HR WOE Analysis in Practice
• Perception that it is “labour intensive” add on
– Focus on hazard identification rather than
characterization
• Lack of early consultation to robustly define hypothesized
MOAs
– Research/regulatory risk assessment
• Inconsistent use and interpretation of weight of evidence
considerations
– Application being interpreted by the evaluation program
– Lack of transparency in separating science
policy/judgment

• Need for simplicity for broad applicability,
including evolving technology
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Applied Toxicol.34: 1-18
(2014 a).
• M.E. Meek, University of
Ottawa (Chair)
• A. Boobis, Imperial
College, London
• I. Cote, NCEA, US EPA
• V. Dellarco, OPP, US EPA
• G. Fotakis, ECHA, Helsinki
• S. Munn, EU JRC, Ispra
• J. Seed, OPPT
• C. Vickers, WHO/IPCS
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Objectives of the WHO Guidance Update
• To clarify terminology (MOA conceptually = AOP)
– Value of rebranding?
• To tailor analysis to issue at hand
– Problem formulation
• To extend utility to new areas in toxicity and non-toxicity
testing, providing practical examples
• Need for simplicity for broad applicability, including
evolving technology
– Simplifying /“codifying” experience in application
• E.g., modified Bradford Hill considerations for weight of evidence
for MOA wiki
• Incorporating dose-response analysis (quantitation)
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Mode of Action Roadmap
Utility of Mode of Action Knowledge in Human Health Risk Assessment

Problem Formulation (Purpose-oriented)
What is the decision context (e.g., priority setting, quantitative ri sk
assessment) 7
Can mode of action help inform the decision 7

_ _!_-----.
Mode of Action Framework
Hypothesis based
Evidence in support of key events based on Bradford
Hill considerations
Qualitative and quantitative species concordan

Mode of Action Knowledge Informs

Risk Assessment

..----I_

Assessment-specific

Research

Data Generation
Huma n r e levance
Huma n v a riatio n

Diagnostic biomarkers
Target ed t esting (in vivo and

Expert syst e m s

in vitro)
Species extrapolatio n

Ne w test m ethods
Non-t est m ethods (QSAR,

Life stage effects

r ead - across, mode ling )

Non-t est m e thods (QSAR,
read- across, m odeling )

Dose-resp o n se extra pol atio n
Therap e utic inte rve ntion to
Combined exposures

treat intoxica tion

(c) World Health Organization 2013
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Modified MOA Framework
From Fig. 1

Assessmentspecific data
generation

Critical data
gaps identified

Assessmentspecific data
generation

Critical data
gaps identified

Hypothesized
mode of action
(key events)
based on
Bradford Hill
considerations

Level of confidence

Key events
Mode of action
(Adverse)
effect

Implications for risk
assessment

Qualitative and
quantitative human
concordance

Level of confidence

(c) World Health Organization 2013
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Comparative Weight of Evidence
Cytotoxic Mode of Action

Mutagenic Mode of Action
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Objectives/Approach
Meek et al. DOI 10.1002/jat.2984 (2014b).

•Application of B/H Considerations
for WOE in MOA Analysis
•Evolved (simplified & rank ordered)
B/H considerations based on
acquired experience to increase:
-Transparency
-Consistency
•Illustration through application to
existing regulatory risk assessments
in comparative WOE analysis
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Weight of Evidence for Stressor Specific
Hypothesized MOAs/AOPs
Evolved BH Considerations
Biological Concordance

Essentiality of Key events

Concordance of Empirical
Observations

Consistency

Analogy
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Defining Questions
Does the hypothesized AOP conflict with broader
biological knowledge?
How well established is the AOP?
Is the sequence of events reversible if dosing is stopped or
a key event prevented?
Dose response ‒ Are the key events observed at doses
below or similar to those associated with the apical
effect?
Temporality ‒ Are the key events observed in
hypothesized order?
Incidence ‒ Is the frequency of occurrence of the adverse
effect less than that for the key events?
Is the pattern of effects across species/strains/organs/test
systems what would be expected based on the
hypothesized AOP?
Would the mode of action be anticipated based on
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broader chemical specific knowledge?
Meek et al., 2014b

Evolving Guidance for WOE – Stressor Specific
MOA/AOP
Evolved BH
Considerations
Biological
Concordance

Stronger

Weaker

MOA is well established in scientific knowledge

Contrary to well established biological understanding
MOA requires biological processes that are novel or
poorly established

Essentiality of
Key events

Direct experimental evidence for essentiality of key
events (i.e., absence/reduction of later events when
a key event is blocked or diminished)

Concordance of
Empirical
Observations

Dose Response & Temporality ‒ expected pattern of
temporal and dose-response relationships based on
robust database (multiple studies with examination
of key events at interim time periods at multiple
doses)
Incidence ‒ incidence of early key events > than
(adverse) effect

Consistency

Pattern of effects are what you would expect across
species, strains, organs, and/or test systems

Analogy
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Observations are consistent with those for other
(related) chemicals having well defined MOA

Data on reversibility only. Indirect measures only of key
events and/or lack of data to assess

All key events occur at all dose levels and all time points
and/or limited data available to assess (e.g.,
inadequate dose spacing, missing key time periods
for effect development, or failure to assess incidence
at early time points).

Significantly inconsistent or limited data available to
assess (e.g., observed in single test system)
Pattern of effects for other (related) chemicals is
distinctly different. Insufficient data to evaluate
whether chemical behaves like related chemicals
with similar proposed MOA

Meek et al., 2014b

Adverse Outcome Pathways: A Conceptual Framework To
Support Ecotoxicology Research And Risk Assessment
(Ankley et al., 2010)
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MOA/AOP – “Conceptually Identical”
• But: Different Objectives & Contributing
Communities (Human Health & Environment)
• Variation in focus/experience of different
communities , designed for different purposes
– Focus for AOPs often on the “molecular initiating event,”
(QSAR)
• the first point of interaction of a stressor with a
chemically defined biological component
– Focus for MOA is often on quantitative dose-response for
later key events

• AOPs include adverse outcome of regulatory
interest, MO! doesn’t imply adversity
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MOA/AOP – “Conceptually Identical”
• But: Different Objectives & Contributing
Communities (Human Health & Environment)
• AOPs are limited to the post metabolism component of
MOAs
– biological pathways – which could be tripped by any
stressor; no kinetics or metabolism
• facilitates building networks of interrelated pathways

• MOA takes into account metabolism to the toxic
entity
• As an early key event

• MOA/species concordance analysis also addresses
tk and td aspects relevant to species scaling
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In a Nutshell – MOA/AOP
• Essentially conceptually identical constructs which
organize mechanistic knowledge at a range of levels
of biological organization to facilitate its evaluation
for specified application
• Traditionally, MOAs have been established for
individual chemicals within a finite universe of AOPs
additionally taking into account metabolism; MOA
species concordance analysis takes into account tk
• Different communities have experience in different
parts of the continuum
– All are essential to continued progress
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MOA/AOP
Environment/QSAR/transcriptomics

Exposure

Tissue
Dose*

Molecular Initiating
Event (MIE)

Early
KEs

Human
Health/Toxicology

Late
KEs

Adverse
Outcome
(AO)

AOP

*active
metabolite

Mode of Action Analysis
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Conceptually, Adverse Outcome Pathways (AOPs) and MOA are identical

Principles – Facilitating Regulatory Uptake
• 1. transitioning in a familiar context,
• 2. tiering to acquire experience and increase
confidence,
• 3. contextual knowledge transfer to facilitate
interpretation and communication in application,
• 4. coordination and development of expertise and
• 5. the importance of continuing challenge
Meek, & Lipscomb,
Toxicol. (submitted)
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Refined AOP Template

(OECD, in preparation)
Users’ Handbook
Supplement To The
Guidance Document For
Developing And Assessing
AOP
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Figure 2. Overview of the organization of content pages in the AOPwiki relative to sections of the AOP template. Sections 1, 4, 5a, and 7
are found on the main page for an individual AOP. Information related
to sections 5b and section 6 are entered into separate content pages
that can be linked to multiple individual AOP pages.

AOP Page
Section 1 – Title
Section 2 – Authors
Section 3 - Status
Section 4 – Abstract
Background (Optional)
Section 5a – Summary of the AOP

Section 5b – MIE, KE, and AO descriptions

MIE Page

KE Pages

Chemical initiator(s)
• Description
• Measurement/
detection
• Taxonomic
applicability
• Evidence for
chemical initiation

• Description
• Measurement/
detection
• Taxonomic
applicability

AO Page
• Description
• Measurement/
detection
• Taxonomic
applicability
• Regulatory relevance

MIE
KEs

AO
Linkage table

Section 6 – Scientific evidence supporting the linkages in the AOP

Key Event Relationships
Applicability domain(s) of the AOP

Life-stage
Taxonomic
Sex
Section 7 – Overall Assessment of the AOP

Modified Bradford Hill Considerations
Section 8 – Considerations for Potential Applications of the AOP

KER Pages
•
•
•
•
•

Title
Description
Biological plausibility
Empirical support
Inconsistencies and
uncertainties
• Quantitative
understanding

(OECD, in preparation)
Users’ Handbook
Supplement To The
Guidance Document For
Developing And Assessing
AOP

Incorporating New Technologies Into Toxicity Testing
and Risk Assessment: Moving From 21st Century Vision
to a Data-Driven Framework (Thomas et al., 2013)
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New and Legacy Chemicals with Minimal Toxicity Data
Tier 1 Testing
In Vitro Assays for
Genotoxicity

Nonselective,
Nongenotoxic Chemicals

In Vitro Assays for
Bioactivity

Nonselective,
Genotoxic Chemicals

Selective-Acting
Chemicals

Human In Vitro
Pharmacokinetic Assays
and IVIVE Modeling

Define Tentative Modeof-Action

Estimate Point-ofDeparture

Estimate Point-ofDeparture

Estimate Point-ofDeparture

Define First Order
Margin-of-Exposure

Define First Order
Margin-of-Exposure

Define First Order
Margin-of-Exposure

Conservative First
Order Human Exposure
Characterization

MOE > ‘X’
Tier 1
Reference
Values

MOE < ‘X’

MOE < ‘X’

MOE < ‘X’

Thomas et al., 2013

Challenges in Regulatory Engagement
• Continuing advancement of the science
• Constraints/Opportunities - Regulatory Mandates
– Lack of harmonization
– Lack of flexibility
• E.g., timelines/process for revision of program
guidance
- But on the other hand, it’s progressive regulatory
mandates that have driven the research agenda, here

• Constraints in Resources
– E.g., Regulatory timelines
• Short vs. longer term objectives
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Additional Opportunity?
• Balance of early engagement/training vs.
methodology development
• Tailoring of the products from outset to meet
training objectives
– Early communication/training strategy
– Need for broadly applicable communication and training
materials
• Not only scientific/technical staff but their
management
– Development of IT tools

• Getting the model for engagement right
– Tried and true “models”
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Recommendations/Conclusions
• MOA/AOPs builds on long standing regulatory experience &
provides a construct for coordinating input of the research
community
• Early engagement/training of all of the relevant communities
is advised
– Research (QSAR/transcriptomics/toxicology, etc.)
– Regulatory (risk assessment/policy makers)
• “Rebranding”/terminology often creates artificial barriers
between communities
• User friendly repository and tools building on past experience
(“codified”) are critical
• Knowledge base/wiki
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